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With beautiful weather creeping its way into our daily lives, and the opening of Ben Zhang Pass being celebrated across Bursley, the technicians continued work on Nick’s internet. As the Wild Gromers emerge from their nazi-infested planet, the local Dilanese population was forced to scramble for protection under the iron fist of the legendary PokéBrett. Unfortunately, the lucky leprechaun mammoths appeared to BLOCK them.

In Brief:

✦ Oh no! Halo Chris has caught the DotA! Another bastion falls to the enemy!
✦ Congratulations, your Stephen reached level 5! It learned KILLING FRENZY!
✦ Little Brian has been corrupted... for his rampant cussing & swearing addiction, I think he needs to attend some extra counseling sessions with Gidley.
✦ The bus driver has ordered the closing of www.KennysPiratedSoftware.com for a racial screening of his Pokémon commentary.
✦ Despite his efforts to combat Little Brian’s enthusiasm, George went down in flames.
✦ Jake had the thrill and excitement of experiencing a world-class lecture by none other than the renowned Lina Lee. Down with Bober!

Mary Sue Pikmin Stands up for Tubby Rights

“I find the discrimination against pikmin deemed fat, heavy, tubby, chubby, obese, a glass of water away from 400 lbs, or otherwise, to be shameful and embarrassing.” Such were the words of Mary Sue Pikmin upon discovering the escalating purple pikmin death toll. She continued, “it is a pity that such discrimination can occur, even under the nose of characters such as black Olimar and Ganondorf.” In response, Mary Sue Pikmin has drafted George and Professor Daida to “reach into their hearts and stand up for Tubby Rights.” A candlelight service will be held for all those lost pikmin souls...

This article has been sponsored by Cheetos. “Cheetos, Once you eat one, you’re screwed!”

Cargo Mammoth Sales as Indicator of WoW Recession

Quote of the Week

“Stephen, only you would suggest playing Axis and Allies in the laundry room.”

-MasterGibbs
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**IF YOU TURNED INTO A LEPRECHAUN, WHAT WOULD YOU DO?**

The 4th Doug Leprechauns are getting rowdy this week! The Wooly Editor went to most everyone in the hall to ask this most noble of wooly questions. Such violence over pots of gold!

JON    “Repeatedly hit Stephen on top of the head with my pot of gold.”

BRETT  “Be as annoying as possible.”

NIKHIL “I would protect my pot of gold.”  **[From Sexy Grandpa]**

JOSH   “I would kick your shins and eat your pot of gold.”

HEGGIE “Nothing”  **[MattSpeak for Go Away, I’m taking over the world]**

JASON  “There would be lots of people who would come seeking me, some with good intentions and some with bad; I would rob the people with bad intentions  **[KennysPiratedCreditCards.com]** and I would share with the people with good intentions  **[MattsPiratedCreditCards.com]**.”

BRIAN  “If I was a leprechaun, I’d go eat my lucky charms.”  **[Or Mega-Wheaties?]**

BRYAN  “I would take the pot of gold and grant my wish of playing video games and by that I mean spending the entire pot of gold on video games.”

PAUL   “I wouldn’t want anyone to steal my pot of gold, so I would  **[Ice Cream Truck]** with them until they go away.”

ASAAH  “The Heat would win the championship.”

JOE    “Find someone to trick out of their money.”  **[How about Brett?]**

JEREMIAH “I would steal somebody’s pot of gold and use my luck for Physics tests.”

FIEBS  “I would mess with Dyle all… day… I’d play tricks on Dyle since I’d be invisible. I’d lay traps for him.”

ROBERT “It depends. Did you turn me into one or did it spontaneously happen? Oh, so it’s nobody in particular, hmm. The universe got me then. I’ll get it back. Isn’t that the principle of karma? No maybe not…”

PETER “I would harass drunk people bay taunting them with gold and not giving it to them.”
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Dyle  “I’d go harass people” [and he’d get larger clothes]

What would you do if Paul turned into a leprechaun?
“I would get a semi-automatic… [and donate my clothes to him.]”

Ben  “I’d go gamble and use my luck to get more headshots. They’d fall into my spray pattern.”

Hainen  “Run around places where I could not normally get to cause they’re really tiny. Hide under places and scare people cause they’re really tiny. Be blue instead of green just to piss people off.”

What would you do if Jeff turned into a leprechaun?
“Beat his [Ice Cream Truck] and steal his gold.”

Jeff  “Make myself a huge pot of gold and buy out Microsoft and do various things with my riches. [*Cough* Cargo Mammoth*]”

What would you do if Hainen turned into a leprechaun?
“I would kick him out the window.”

Larson  “I’d be green and mischievous. Combine a leprechaun's bad luck with my bad luck and I’d probably get hit by a meteorite.”

Yi  “I would make people happy...by doing stuff that makes people happy. [Their Laundry] Like making them fake money.

Alex  “Massacre Jeff.”

Neel  “I’d go out into public and appeal for leprechaun rights, and request for a government bailout of leprechauns.”

Stephen  “I’d use my luck to get 7 lucky wooly mammoths, including an extra-lucky baby wooly mammoth. Ah, but upon further thought about the general structure of a mammoth herd, those would have to be 6 female wooly mammoths as well as the baby mammoth.

Kenny  “I’d use my luck to get 7 male wooly mammoths, so they don’t just die out again.”

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!
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